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 What are EMFs and how do they relate to Covid-19?

EMFs are electromagnetic frequencies in the air and they can effect your cellular immunity!
This is so important right now because our bodys need every defense and artillery to fight
off Covid-19. 

Everything that uses electricity gives off EMFs, and they are getting stronger, particularly
with 5G. We live in a sea of EMFs with Smart Meters, Cell towers, Cell phones, Satellites,
Laptops, Microwaves all pulsing EMFs constantly through our body. So what does that
mean for your health? 

         Our Bodies are Electric…….

The body is made up of billions of electrically charged cells and tissues which can be
measured as an electric voltage. Organs like the heart, brain, mitochondria and nervous
systems are electrical. When a heart dies we “charge” it with an electric defibrillator, we
measure our brain activity with an EEG (Electroencephalogram) and to measure nervous
system function in our extremities we measure electrical nerve conduction.

A cell’s voltage is an electrical “snapshot “ of its health. Cells that measure higher
voltage are healthy and with good immune function. Cells that measure at a low
voltage are dysfunctioning and can often be seen in people who are ill with poor immune and/or
chronic medical conditions.

Why is this relevant to EMF exposure?

EMFs from electronic devices have a detrimental health effect on us!

As the EMFs penetrate the cells, it effects cellular motion, wearing down the cell’s energy voltage
and itss ability to function. This leads to cell dysfunction, poor health, and possible alteration of the
DNA and Mitochondria.

If you are living on the planet, you are living in a sea of EMFs,
and everyone should consider some form of protection and mitigation!

Supercharge Your Immunity against EMFs and Viruses

with Dr. Tracey Diner of Magnetude Jewelry
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Possible Detrimental Health effects from EMFs:

Frequent infections due to immunosuppression: viral, fungal, parasitic, bacterial
Autoimmune reactions, Fibromyalgia, Candida
Frequent infections due to immunosuppression: viral, fungal, parasitic, bacterial
Cancer, brain tumors, Leukemia in children and adults
Poor energy, chronic fatigue
Headaches, insomnia
Asthma, respiratory allergies
Low sperm count, and fertility problems in both sexes.
Brain fog, inability to concentrate, poor recall and memory
Increased appetite and cravings for sweets and stimulants (coffee, soda, “energy drinks”)
Anxiety, panic attacks, depression, irritability
Hyperactivity, ADD, poor learning
Rise in free radicals leading to premature aging, cancer, and all chronic diseases
Damage to cellular physiology, energy production, metabolism, weight gain
Chromosome and DNA damage
Destruction of brain cells and imbalance of neuro-transmitters which govern memory,
learning, analytical function, creativity, joy, pleasure
Nervous system feels inflamed
The same cells are damaged in Alzheimer’s and autism patients.

The key to EMF protection is to make sure your cellular voltage is kept high
( See below the solutions and special offer )

EMF does not easily effect cells of someone who is healthy with high cellular-voltage. But for
people who have had their cellular energy/voltage continuously robbed and degraded from
exposure to EMF (which is everyone on the planet) from Smart Meters, cell towers, cell phones,
satellites, and laptops, this can lead to a low cellular voltage individual who may find themselves in
an unfortunate downward spiral of poor health that can lead to illness and premature death.

The answer to overcoming poor health from EMFs is to increase the body’s cellular vitality
by increasing the cellular voltage. 

Magnetism and electron flow are intimately related and interwoven, as current science proves that
one cannot exist in the absence of the other. So, when a strong magnet is placed in the energy
field of a person with lowered cellular voltage, the electrical field will also increase. Increasing the
magnetic strength also increases the electrical strength.

A good preventative maintenance regimen for good health and better vitality would include
the following:

EMF mitigation and protection: 

.Keep distance from EMF producing devices like routers, and laptops and cell phones don’t have
them in rooms where you frequent. 

.Don’t sleep with your cell phone by your bed or head and don’t put your cell phone in your
pockets, 
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.Wear Magnetude Jewelry which has the strongest N52 Neodymium magnets available. and right
now there is FREE SHIPPING AND FREE KN95 mask with each order of $50 or more! 

What else should you be doing to keep your immunity strong?
Drink 8 glasses of water/day which increases cellular hydration and detoxification. Eat a healthy
diet. Get 7-8 hours/ sleep a night.  Supplement your diet with good vitamins, and particularly Vit C
(1000 mg/day min), Zinc, and D3 (100 mcg/min) a day for immunity! 

Visit www.MagnetudeJewelry.com/DrLaJoyce  and see all the interchangeable beautiful jewelrythat
can help you increase your cellular voltage and mitigate the negative effects of EMFs.  Make
1000’s of beautiful combinations. Because EMFs are around you 24/7, we want you wearing our
jewelry all the time. There is jewelry for sleeping without a chain, the Atlas, it pIns to your clothing,
as well as dog tags for your fur babies too! They are exposed just like you. 

This month there is FREE SHIPPING and a FREE KN95 mask for each order of $50 or more! 

http://www.magnetudejewelry.com/DrLaJoyce

